Eye of Destiny

Hannah and Morgan find love, adventure,
and intrigue when they take a cruise
together after Morgans graduation. Hannah
wants to recapture the close relationship
she once had with her daughter, but
Morgan isnt interested. Abandoned by her
apathetic daughter, Hannah surrenders to
the charms of handsome South African
Lukas Pretorius. Meanwhile, Morgan finds
romance with Scott, an Interpol agent
pursuing a diamond smugglerand all clues
point to Lukas as the thief. Eye of Destiny
is a novel-length work of approximately
50,000 words/200 pages. Please be aware
this book features a married heroine in a
loveless marriage, on the cusp of leaving
her serial-cheater husband. There is a
happy ending, along with smoking hot
intimacy, light suspense, and adult
language. If you find any of those aspects
offensive, you might want to keep
browsing my catalog for something else.
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